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A roomy cabin, an upgraded interior and standard all-wheel drive make the Subaru Legacy a
solid pick for a midsize sedan, especially if rain and snow accompany your commute. Thanks to
its offering standard all-wheel-drive systems on nearly all of its cars, Subaru has long been a
popular choice for car buyers living in wet, snowy climates. But the Subaru Legacy aims to
deliver more than just all-weather capability. A new look, improved fuel mileage, increased
passenger comfort and new safety features make the redesigned Legacy a more competitive
sedan among its midsize rivals. Although the Legacy shares a similar look and feel to last year's
model, changes under the skin have resulted in more passenger and cargo room. The cabin
itself features nicer surfaces and materials, although Subaru's frills-free philosophy carries over
to its dash and center stack layout. We like it for its simplicity and intuition, but some may find it
a bit too sparse. Four- and six-cylinder engines carry over but have been retuned to return
better fuel economy. The 2. Some shoppers may lament the disappearance of a six-speed
manual transmission for the four-cylinder engine, but the continuously variable transmission
CVT standard on all Legacys does a good job of extracting the most performance from both
engines. These updates have made the Subaru Legacy a more well-rounded midsize sedan, one
that needn't rely solely on all-wheel drive to sell. At the same time, however, the midsize sedan
class is loaded with excellent choices. Top models such as the Ford Fusion , Honda Accord ,
Mazda 6 , Nissan Altima and Toyota Camry are all excellent and can hold slight, but significant,
advantages over the Legacy in regards to style, technology and handling prowess. Overall, it's
hard to go wrong in this segment. But if you want a refined and comfortable family sedan that
can handle any kind of weather -- or simply something different from its mainstream
competitors -- the Subaru Legacy merits strong consideration. The Subaru Legacy is a
five-passenger sedan available in four trim levels: 2. Base 2. Available options for the 2.
Upgrading to the 2. Available options are nearly identical to those offered on the Premium, but
keyless ignition and entry is also available. Standard and optional equipment for the 3. The
Subaru Legacy offers two engines: a 2. The base 2. The six-cylinder generates hp and lb-ft of
torque. Both engines pair with the only available transmission: a CVT with
steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters. During Edmunds track testing, a Legacy 2. That's
rather lackluster, as many rivals accomplish the same sprint in less than 8 seconds. The Subaru
Legacy comes standard with stability and traction control, antilock disc brakes, a rearview
camera, front side airbags, side curtain airbags and new seat cushion airbags that deploy from
the seat bottom to help keep occupants in place in a frontal collision. Also optional is Subaru's
EyeSight system that bundles adaptive cruise control, pre-collision braking, lane-departure
warning and sway warning. The EyeSight system uses two cameras mounted inside the upper
edge of the windshield, which Subaru says reduces the potential for damage compared with
conventional radar systems mounted in the front bumper. EyeSight can also detect pedestrians
and is capable of braking the Legacy if the driver takes no evasive action for potential frontal
collisions. In government crash testing, the Legacy earned a top five-star rating for overall
safety performance, with five stars in the frontal- and side-impact categories. In Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety testing, the Legacy received a top score of "Good" in
moderate-overlap frontal-offset, small-overlap frontal offset, side-impact and roof-strength
testing. In Edmunds brake testing, a Legacy 2. The Subaru Legacy's standard all-wheel-drive
system gives it plenty of capability in bad weather. The new Legacy drives more smoothly, more
quietly and more comfortably than before, although the ride still isn't as cushy as some of its
competitors. But this is a good thing, as bumps and road rash are soaked up with a satisfying
firmness that delivers confidence behind the wheel. This is not a sport sedan by any means, but
it still delivers enough feedback to engage a discerning driver. Both the four- and the
six-cylinder engines are quiet and provide class-acceptable acceleration. The standard CVT that
comes with either engine does an excellent job of getting the most out of the two power plants.
Although it can essentially mimic a broad range of gearing for maximum mileage, this CVT is
also programmed to deliver noticeable "shifts" to make it feel more like a traditional
transmission. Befitting the environments and uses of its traditional owners, the Subaru Legacy
features a simple and straightforward interior design. Materials quality has improved compared
to last year, and there's more cushioning at common touch points like armrests and the center
console. The new, optional touchscreen navigation system can be controlled using tablet-like
gestures and delivers better response and smartphone integration than the Legacy's last
touchscreen-based system. A slight repackaging delivers another 1. Rear legroom is just shy of
what the Accord and Fusion offer. Despite the Legacy's new, larger trunk, its 15 cubic feet of
cargo capacity still trails the competition a little, a compromise Subaru chalks up to the space
required for the Legacy's all-wheel-drive system. A design change up front moves the
windshield forward slightly and improves on the Legacy's already excellent outward visibility -no small feat in an age of high door lines and bulky pillars that result from modern safety

standards. Firm, supportive seats and a slightly higher driving position make the Legacy
Subaru's most comfortable sedan yet. Available styles include 2. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Subaru Legacy. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Subaru lease specials Check out
Subaru Legacy lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features
Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Lackluster acceleration compared to top rivals stiffer ride
than many competitors. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Subaru Legacy is redesigned. Highlights include subtle
exterior changes, upgraded interior materials and improved fuel economy. Read more. Write a
review See all 66 reviews. Forget the EPA mileage! I like the Legacy. Mine is a , so some of the
glitches may have been remedied. It feels like a heavier, more expensive car than it actually is -streets ahead of the Honda Accord I previously owned and as good or better than the Acura
TSC my wife drives. The fuel-filler door won't open in freezing weather, which could potentially
kill someone living in a climate like mine. You're driving home at two o'clock in the morning and
the only gas station is self-service. What are you going to do, find a rock and smash the
fuel-filler door? If it's seriously cold, I'll trip the fuel-filler door the previous afternoon and drive
to the gas station next morning with it ajar. Worse yet, on another sub-zero morning last winter,
the car wouldn't start when I came out of the gym. I phoned my genius daughter, who
rummaged in my desk and found the valet key, which she speculated would work when the
radio chip key didn't -- she was right! Both of these are known flaws see the Subaru 6th Gen
Legacy forums and there is no real fix. Another serious problem is the gas mileage. Forget it! I
get 28 mpg in the summer, 23 mpg in the winter, driving country roads at mph, typically five
miles in one direction. I attribute this to the CVT tranny, which turns over at rpm in warm
weather, rpm in cold weather until it gets thoroughly warmed up. Then too our gasoline is
adulterated with 10 percent alcohol, unlike the EPA testers'. Finally -- and yes, I know I'm nit
picking, but this is a review, right? You must look down at the very bottom of the dashboard,
and the size is minimal. The same is true of the temperature, which is otherwise a nice feature.
By the time your eyes are back on the road, you may have run over the neighbor's dog, or
worse yet, the neighbor. Updated at four years and 24K miles: Check Engine Light came on.
Expensive, stupid repair for the failure of a sensor supposed to warn if the fuel cap was loose!
Backup camera passed as okay by dealer even though it fails to show the guidelines at least
half the time. I've owned a lot of cars since the Chevy I bought in June The Subaru Legacy has
been by far the most troublesome. Read less. I'm 72 years old. My Accord beat me up over the
potholed, patched and re-patched local roads. The Legacy glides smoothly over almost all
imperfections. The seat and car was comfortable and quiet for a 8 hour trip, only stopping for
toilets. Computer said Car corners like it's on rails. My handicapped wife can get in and out
better than the other sedans. For a car that I consider light weight, small, economical, and lower
priced, this does everything quite well. No problems at all at 3, miles. And the rear windows go
all the way down, not half way, like some newer cars. I have no oil consumption problems, like
some earlier Subaru's have reported. The CVT transmission is flawless. And the paddle shifter,
wherein any gear can be selected and locked in, is useful in slippery snow and ice. This not as
good as a manual transmission for deceleration on snow; but close to that, except for 1st gear
which "coasts". The air conditioner, and climate control, keep us old folks cool on the hottest of
days; and cools down quickly after the car "sits", closed up, all day in the sun. Well I have had
plenty of Subaru vehicles to compare the Legacy to. I wanted more safety features, the
reliability I have grown to expect, comfort, fun, bells and whistles. I did not want leather seats if I
could not get them ventilated and I wanted all the newest safety features that might prevent an
accident from happening. Eyesight is impressive, blind spot help has already paid for itself, the
rear camera with cross traffic indication in any parking lot seems a must when backing out of a
busy lot with people walking in both directions and distracted drivers in cars rushing about. The
car is comfortable, filled with new technology, fun to drive and decent gas mileage all with AWD
Update Nov Still impressed with this vehicle. It feels poised and solid driving on all roads. It is
quiet and refined, the car has given me no problems. MPG can be vary, but driven around 60 on

highways the high 30s to low 40s is possible. The car is often referred to as under powered, this
has not been an issue for me I have found no issues for my driving style. I do prefer the higher
mpg than a lower 0 to 60 time. I find the performance to be great getting on the highway and
cruising at all highway speeds. The safety features are amazing I cannot imagine not having
them now. Safety and prevention is where this car excels l. My wife has been a loyal Subaru fan
for years. When they up sized the Ouback in , she cried. Now she loves her Me, not so much.
The acceleration and handling were average or below, and their ergonomics were quirky at best.
Well the Legacy is a huge step up in handling - it's really a flat cornering, road hugging machine
now, great fun on twisty roads. Acceleration is now above adequate not stirring by any means,
but I ain't 26 anymore. Merging etc. Gas mileage of 28 is a pleasant surprise mixed driving.
Reliability is as expected for a car with 14, on it - no issues. I test drove Accord, Sorrento,
Mazda 6 and Maude one or two more. I just felt the driving experience was the best, much to my
surprise. I also drove an Audi A4 which is clearly better. Low spot is the infotainment system.
Sound is very muddled - maybe the limited, with Harmon Kardon system is with it. Map
navigation is bad. Use Google maps. With my new iPhone Bluetooth is reliable and good; was
very flaky with my Android. I would buy this car again in a heartbeat. See all 66 reviews of the
Used Subaru Legacy. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the Legacy. Sign
Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Ben was awesome
and very helpful with the whole process. I would recommend to anybody. They reached out but I
didn't move forward with the car as I decided on something else. Was a good experience and
not pushy. Very nice and helpful people over there. I left knowing I got a great deal on a great
truck, and deffinately happy with my purchase. They were very respectful during the corona
virus craziness, and still had staff available to process my truck buying experience in person
during it all which was impressive. Highly recommend this dealership to anybody in the area!
Brooke and Fraser were very willing to assist me with finding the right vehicle that was safe,
affordable, and a good fit. Unfortunately, the vehicle I was interested in was being test driven by
another potential client and I was unable to wait for them to return. Great service and patient.
Thank you both! Very nice and thorough with available cars. Took down my name in case
anything comes in within price range etc. Returned response in a timely manner. Also following
up on information and decision making. I had a great experience. I changed my mind in the
middle of the process and everyone there was super accommodating and just wanted me to find
the car I loved. And I did! Couldn't be happier. Thanks Lou! Awesome people to talk with. Seems
to care about your needs. I would recommend this dealership. I like to say that today was the
best experience I had buying a vehicle. I highly recommend Latorre auto sales and I like to
thank Joseph for going above and beyond for me. From the inspection, door handle, price and
so much more!!! Anybody out there looking for a vehicle go to Latorre Auto Sales you'll leave
there satisfied, happy, and still have money in your pocket when you leave. The salesman
Joseph was great and very pleasant and passionate about his job.. Joseph was teaching me
son how to purchase the car he brought from Latorre auto sales and that's rare to fine..
Excellent job.. The sales team and management is a complete disaster. We called in the morning
to ensure that the vehicle we were looking at was still available. Upon our arrival we live 2 hours
away , we were told that it was sold but that we could still see the car. If you want a headache
and to waste your time, go there. Salesperson and representatives were very timely in their
followup on vehicle availability. Quick response to my inquiry. The car I test drove was a cute
car, but the cost was too high for the damage I saw. Customer service was ok but not great. The
salesperson definitely had patience when I checked out 3 cars but smoked in front of my
husband who has asthma. What you see is what you get kind of place. Sales person not
personable. Brought vehicle from back lot to us and just left it running and said spend as much
time as want to look at it. He just walked away and did not offer a test ride or answer any
questions. Car was so filthy inside I would not even sit in it. Very Quick Contact was interested
but got a used car from friend with less than 30k miles forway less that market value. The
Legacy wears the oldest nameplate in the Subaru lineup, but is no longer illustrative of what, as
the line goes, makes a Subaru a Subaru. One thing the Legacy has that nobody else installs in a
family sedan is a boxer-style engine, a Subaru tradition that has both fans and detractors.
Esoteric design has also lent Subarus a quirky personality, but it's clear with this latest Legacy
that Subaru is tiring of that label. The company just wants be more popular and to sell more
cars. The all-new Legacy, with its vanilla-flavored styling, bigger interior and nicer
accommodations, is proof that the American driving public has spoken, and Subaru has
listened. Subaru offers the Legacy in four trim levels. Base 2. The inch steelies and plastic
wheel covers give this one away as the cheapest Legacy, though. For aluminum wheels, move
up to the 2. Step up to the Legacy 2. Among the features that can be added to the Legacy are a

navigation system, keyless entry and engine start, a power sunroof and Subaru's EyeSight
system, which shall be discussed later. My test vehicle for the week was a Legacy 2. The level of
equipment combined with a pretty Twilight Blue paint job and lovely Warm Ivory leather interior
gave my Legacy test car an upscale look and feel and made its price tag seem like a genuine
bargain. In Subarus, this compact, relatively flat engine design also allows the automaker to
maximize ground clearance in vehicles like the Forester, Outback and XV Crosstrek. First,
Subaru has filtered its trademark grumble to eradicate quirkiness. In exchange for its pokey
performance, this engine is supposed to return 30 mpg in combined driving, according to the
EPA. I averaged a paltry See, the only parts of the car that are in contact with the road are those
four little patches of rubber, and a car can maneuver only as long as they grip the road. Lose
traction, you lose control. AWD helps keep that from happening. In keeping with the preferences
of the vast majority of drivers who prefer a comfortable and quiet ride, the suspension is tuned
in softer and suppler fashion than the previous Legacy. You might like that. Family sedans are
often the biggest moneymakers for any manufacturer, so car companies typically invest the
necessary development dollars to do it right. In the past, Subaru has struggled in terms of
crafting an interior that exhibits high quality materials and simple, intuitive controls. With the
Legacy, however, the company has obviously put a lot more thought into the interior, installing
pleasing materials throughout, logically locating most controls and making them easy to
reference and use, and creating a cabin exuding refinement. Additionally, Subaru has improved
passenger space to the point where the EPA technically classifies the new Legacy as a full-size
car. From the outside, it might not look larger, but thanks to a 1. Subaru improved trunk space,
tooâ€”a challenge due to the AWD system. This year, the Legacy offers 15 cubic feet of space,
still on the small side for the midsize sedan class, but the trunk is usefully shaped. Subaru
obliges the perpetually distracted and technology addled with a plethora of entertainment
options that work in conjunction with a paired smartphone. Subaru calls its infotainment
interface Starlink, and through it occupants can enjoy Bluetooth hands-free calling and
music-streaming capability, HD Radio and satellite radio, and a selection of Internet radio
applications including Pandora, Stitcher and iHeart Radio. You can even break out your old CD
collection and slot discs into the system. The Starlink setup also offers an Aha Radio app that
connects the Legacy to your Facebook and Twitter accounts, provides access to a world of
audio books and podcasts, and delivers news feeds, weather reports and local gas prices.
Unlike recent Subaru models, the latest version of Starlink employs a terrific user interface.
Debuting in the new Legacy, this 7-inch color touchscreen looks elegant and sophisticated,
rendering information with pleasing graphics on a screen that responds to finger swipes,
pinches and spreads just like an iPad. At the core of every Subaru, a ring-shaped reinforcement
frame is designed to deflect crash energy away from the passenger cabin and protect
passengers from serious injury in a collision. The redesigned Legacy should be no different,
though as this review is written, the NHTSA has yet to perform tests on the model. Bottom line:
Subaru really cares about safety. Subaru includes these features for the Limited models and
makes them optional for the Premium model. My test vehicle was also equipped with Subaru's
EyeSight system, including adaptive cruise control, a pre-collision braking system and a
lane-departure warning system. This year, EyeSight is upgraded with new cameras and more
refined operation. It works like this. It can even bring the car to a full stop, as I discovered in
heavy Los Angeles traffic. The cameras can also identify situations that could result in a
collision, sounding warnings and automatically braking the car if necessary. Finally, the
cameras monitor lane markings and alert the driver if the Legacy is unintentionally drifting out
of its lane. Overall, EyeSight is a handy, useful feature, and for it engages with much greater
smoothness and refinement. The EPA says this particular powertrain should return 26 mpg in
the city, 36 mpg on the highway, and 30 mpg in combined driving. My as-tested Beyond this,
though, the Legacy appears to be a cost-effective choice in the family sedan segment. And
while Consumer Reports and J. Unfortunately, as the summer of draws to a close, Subaru is
having a tough time competing against the heavy hitters in the segment. We'll help you find
great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Subaru
Legacy listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Subaru Dealer. Private Seller: Sean.

CarGurus Pay. Image Not Available. Why Use CarGurus? Subaru Legacy 2. Subaru Legacy 3.
Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Call or stop by today for your opportunity to see and drive this sporty, all wheel drive,
Subaru! This Leagcy is equipped with the Premium trim and features remote keyless entry, rear
view camera, power moonroof, heated front seats, premium alloy wheels, ice cold air
conditioning, cruise control, bluetooth, and much more! This is the one you have been looking
for! Call today! Description: Used Subaru Legacy 2. Want to see this car? Visit the URL above
and schedule a test drive brought to your driveway. All cars are disinfected. List prices do not
include taxes, registration, Shift Service fee, or optional Vehicle Protection Plan. Contact our
Used Car Internet Managers via the inquiry form or give us a call! There is no deductible.
Contact us for details. This Subaru Legacy 4dr 4dr Sedan 2. It is equipped with a Continuously
Variable transmission. The vehicle is Black with a Beige interior. It is offered As-Is, extended
warranty is available. Extremely well equipped, 1-Owner clean Carfax, and super clean inside
and out. Beautiful Subaru Legacy 2. We offer factory direct cars at factory direct prices! We
offer bumper to bumper extended warranties on all of our vehicles for up to 5 years or , miles.
We also accept all trades and offer competitive financing options with very low rates. Prices are
subject to change without notice. The information contained herein is deemed reliable but not
guaranteed. Dealer is not responsible for any misprint involving the description of vehicles. It is
the sole responsibility of the buyer to physically inspect and verify such information,
accessories, condition, and cosmetic defects prior to purchasing. Vehicles come with one key,
dealership is not responsible for cost of additional keys. No Accidents! One Owner! That means
we put our customers before everything else. We believe that everyone deserves to drive a
nicer, newer car today. Our business is not selling cars. Our business is finding solutions to the
everyday problems that keep most people stuck in a car they hate. We're on a mission to
change the world by helping people get the car they want and deserve. Our goal is to be a
trusted advisor in the process. Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer data
for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling
us prior to purchase. Schlossmann Subaru City of Milwaukee in Milwaukee, WI treats the needs
of each individual customer with paramount concern. We know that you have high expectations,
and as a car dealer we enjoy the challenge of meeting and exceeding those standards each and
every time. Allow us to demonstrate our commitment to excellence! Our experienced sales staff
is eager to share its knowledge and enthusiasm with you. We encourage you to browse our
online inventory, schedule a test drive and investigate financing options. You can also request
more information about a vehicle using our online form or by calling Drastic Price reductions!!
Do Not miss this event!! Prices have never been lower!! Get in the car, take an Uber, just get
here!! No Problem!! Come in and let us put the fun back in buying your next vehicle. Pick up the
phone! No two offers can be combined. Other restrictions may apply. See dealer for full details
or visit our website at: CVT Lineartronic Anytime Auto Group is a bad credit and a good credit
car dealership in Van Nuys and Sherman Oaks with the intention of helping people purchase a
vehicle no matter what their current economic or credit status is. Good credit, or bad credit, we
are able to offer rates as low as 3. Come to the Sherman Oaks region and consult with us about
selling your car. Our low overhead allows us to offer you more money. If you are in need of
returning a lease, come to our dealership and we may even be able to buy out your lease return
and save you penalty fees, especially if you are over your mileage limit or have a minor damage
on your car! Call or visit our Pre-owned Car Dealership today! Just traded Cleanest Legacy in
our market! Come experience the Right one at the Right price! Email text or call to set up your
test drive today! Proudly serving Wilmington, Leland NC, Boiling Spring Lakes and Hampstead
NC, our teams of sales advisors, service technicians and financing experts are trained with one
focus in mind: addressing each of your needs with the utmost respect, care and attention to
detail. All prices and offers are before state, city and county tax, tag, title and license fees. Out
of state buyers are responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees. This Dealership checks
the vehicle recall status prior to making any pre-owned vehicle available for sale. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Sedan 1, Station Wagon 7. Trim 2. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 1, Manual Engine Type Gas 1, Drivetrain All Wheel Drive 1, Cylinders 4
cylinders 1, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings
with recent price drops. No accidents. Check Availability. Price Drop. New Listing. Title issue.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 1, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Forget the EPA mileage! I like the
Legacy. Mine is a , so some of the glitches may have been remedied. It feels like a heavier, more
expensive car than it actually is -- streets ahead of the Honda Accord I previously owned and as
good or better than the Acura TSC my wife drives. The fuel-filler door won't open in freezing

weather, which could potentially kill someone living in a climate like mine. You're driving home
at two o'clock in the morning and the only gas station is self-service. What are you going to do,
find a rock and smash the fuel-filler door? If it's seriously cold, I'll trip the fuel-filler door the
previous afternoon and drive to the gas station next morning with it ajar. Worse yet, on another
sub-zero morning last winter, the car wouldn't start when I came out of the gym. I phoned my
genius daughter, who rummaged in my desk and found the valet key, which she speculated
would work when the radio chip key didn't -- she was right! Both of these are known flaws see
the Subaru 6th Gen Legacy forums and there is no real fix. Another serious problem is the gas
mileage. Forget it! I get 28 mpg in the summer, 23 mpg in the winter, driving country roads at
mph, typically fi
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ve miles in one direction. I attribute this to the CVT tranny, which turns over at rpm in warm
weather, rpm in cold weather until it gets thoroughly warmed up. Then too our gasoline is
adulterated with 10 percent alcohol, unlike the EPA testers'. Finally -- and yes, I know I'm nit
picking, but this is a review, right? You must look down at the very bottom of the dashboard,
and the size is minimal. The same is true of the temperature, which is otherwise a nice feature.
By the time your eyes are back on the road, you may have run over the neighbor's dog, or
worse yet, the neighbor. Updated at four years and 24K miles: Check Engine Light came on.
Expensive, stupid repair for the failure of a sensor supposed to warn if the fuel cap was loose!
Backup camera passed as okay by dealer even though it fails to show the guidelines at least
half the time. I've owned a lot of cars since the Chevy I bought in June The Subaru Legacy has
been by far the most troublesome. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

